Mega Lift Grape
Floating Lift Station Degreaser

MEGA LIFT GRAPE is a floating solvent system possessing degreasing and deodorizing properties. MEGA LIFT GRAPE will clean vertical surfaces on lift stations, wet wells, and similar treatment facilities. Added directly to wet wells, it effortlessly cleans and degreases as the water level fluctuates. It also “seals” offensive odors, containing these odors emitted from lift stations. MEGA LIFT GRAPE makes an excellent general purpose degreaser and asphalt release agent. MEGA LIFT GRAPE can be used to remove accumulated sewage, grease, oils, fats, calcium soaps, fatty acids, and magnesium soaps that have formed deposits on walls. MEGA LIFT GRAPE will help return station to optimum efficiency by removing or substantially reducing debris which can reduce volume capacity of wet wells and emit offensive odors.

DIRECTIONS:
Lift Stations: Pour directly into manhole or station pit. Use approximately 32 oz. (1 quart) for each square foot of water surface, or until a layer of 2-4 inches of MEGA LIFT GRAPE is floating on the water’s surface. This special non-emulsifiable formula stays on the surface for continuous action.

General Degreasing: Apply by spraying, dipping, wiping, brushing or soaking.

Asphalt Release Agent & Remover: Pre-spray truck beds and equipment for easiest release. Post spray asphalt accumulated on equipment to soften for easier removal.

Areas of Use:
*Restaurants  *Hospitals
*Cities & Counties  *School Districts
*Parks/Recreations  *Office Buildings
*Hotels  *Water Treatment Facilities

Appearance and odor ....................... Purple liquid, fruity grape scent.
Net Wt. ........................................ 55 gal, 30 gal, 20 gal, 5 gal
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